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Since anaphylaxis has now been clearly recognized as a phenomenon 
which depends upon an antigen-antibody reaction, it follows natur- 
ally that the fundamental principles underlying these manifestations 
should apply, subject perhaps to individual modifying factors, to all 
substances which on injection into the animal body induce specific 
antibody formation. By far the greater volume of work on anaphy- 
laxis has been carried out with antigens consisting of animal sera, 
egg white, and other freely suspended proteins not enclosed in cells. 
And in the case of such serum anaphylaxis it has been possible to 
go far in the analysis of the mechanism of the phenomenon and its 
application to such practical problems as serum sickness and other 
clinical conditions referable to abnormal protein metabolism. 

There has been relatively less progress, however, in the study of the 
hypersusceptibility incident to the treatment of animals with cellu- 
lar antigens; that is, with bacteria, erythrocytes, and other cells. 
And yet these phenomena in the case of bacteria may reasonably be 
assumed to play an important part in the symptomatology and pa- 
thology of infectious diseases where there is a continuous liberation 
of fluctuating amounts of specific antigen in a body at first perhaps 
unsensitized, but lat.er increasingly hypersusceptible, and perhaps 
repeatedly sensitized and desensitized during the course of the dis- 
ease. Of these conditions we know very little, and correspondingly 
much speculation and reasoning from the analogies of serum ana- 
phylaxis have been the bases of many inferences and theoretical 
suggestions. 
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I t  is plain that when the antigen employed is a cellular one we are 
necessarily dealing with a phenomenon consisting of two phases. 
As integral parts of compact structures, the cell constituents cannot 
react as antigen with the cells and fluids of the invaded body until 
they have been liberated by cell disintegration. After that the 
process may be, and probably is, entirely similar to serum anaphy- 
laxis. But  before this state of affairs can be brought about it must 
be assumed that some preliminary reaction occurs in which the 
bacterial protein is set free from the cell. As to the nature of this 
reaction we have no certain knowledge. We cannot be sure at pres- 
ent, at  least in our opinion, whether such a reaction is or is not 
accompanied by  the direct formation of toxic cleavage products 
within the circulation such as those produced in vitro by Vaughan, 1 
Friedberger, ~ and others, though this seems likely. Moreover, we do 
not know to what degree and under what circumstances such a proc- 
ess may be interfered with by  intercurrent phagocytosis, and per- 
Imps by  bacterial agglutination and accumulation in the viscera, as 
demonstrated by Bull. 3 

The practical bearing of bacterial anaphylaxis on the course and 
symptomatology of infectious disease is of necessity very great. I t  
has been suggested that  the incubation time of infections may  be in 
part  dependent upon the gradual development of the specific sensiti- 
zation of the tissues as antibodies begin to appear. The evidence 
adduced by the study of the isolated uterus, intestinal musculature, 
the perfused heart and lungs, and such experiments as those of Long- 
cope 4 on the kidneys of rabbits points to the possibility that many of 
the insults offered various tissues, formerly attributed to specific 
preformed bacterial poisons, may be anaphylactic in nature. I t  is 
not impossible that a process of alternate sensitization and desensiti- 
zation, either interrupted or continuous and gradual, may represent 
the dominating mechanism of injury in bacterial disease. 

1 Vaughan, V. C., Vaughan, V. C., Jr., and Vaughan, J. W., Protein split 
products in relation to immunity and disease, Philadelphia and New York, 1913. 

2 Friedberger, E., Series of papers in Z. Immunit~tsfarsch., Orig., 1910 to 1913. 
3 Bull, C. G., J. Exp. Me.d, 1915, xxii, 475. 
* Longcope, W. T., J. Exp. Med., 1913, xviii, 678. 
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We do not yet  understand dearly the relation of the circulating 
antibodies to such processes. Do they aid in the intravascular 
mechanism for the liberation of toxic substances as suggested by 
Pfeiffer, Radziewsky, Wolff-Eisner, and more recently by  Vaughan, 
Friedberger, and others? Or do they b o t h  hasten the removal of 
antigen by  bactericidal and opsouic action and perhaps even protect 
the sensitized tissues by  combining with the circulating antigen and 
diverting i t  from the sessile antibodies of the sensitized tissues? I t  
would be interesting and important to know, moreover, whether or 
not there is a true bacterial hypersusceptibility in the sense that  an 
animal treated with dead bacteria or bacterial products (as in vac- 
cination) .might pass through a preliminary period during which sus- 
ceptibility to invasion by  the living organisms or injury by their 
body constituents is increased. 

All these problems await an analysis of bacterial anaphylaxis as 
thorough as that  which has been made with antigens of non-cellular 
nature. 

In order to approach the problem properly it is desirable to review 
briefly what has been done and how much of it may be accepted as 
needing no further inquiry. 

The first investigators who systematically studied serum anaphylaxis naturally 
turned their attention, also, to anaphylaxis produced with bacterial protein. 
Thus Rosenau and Anderson 5 obtained definite results with extracts of various 
bacteria, using chiefly colon bacilli, extracts of yeast, of B. subtilis, and of typhoid 
bacilli. They injected relatively large quantities of the extracts subcutaneously 
into guinea pigs and, after periods of from 19 to 35 days, reinjected intraperi- 
toneaUy or subcutaneously. They obtained reactions which they characterized 
as "mild," "marked," or "severe," but rarely observed acute anaphylactic death. 
Subsequently a large number of investigators turned their attention to the same 
problem and more or less divergent results were reported. The work was done 
chiefly by Kraus and Doerr, 6 Kraus and Amirad~ibi, ~ Holobut, s Yamanouchi, 9 
Delano~, 1° Ascoli, u and Friedberger and his associates. It is hardly necessary 

5 Rosenau, M. J., and Anderson, J. F., Bull. Hyg. Lab., U. S. P. H., 36, 1907. 
6Kraus, R., and Doerr, R., Wien. klin. Woch., 1908, xxi, 1008 
~Kraus, R., and Amirad~.ibi, F. S., Z. Immunit~tsforsch., Orig., 1909-10, iv, 607. 
~Holobut, T., Z. Immunit~gsforsck., Orig., 1909, iii, 639. 
9 Yamanouchi', T., Compt. rend. Soc. biol., 1909, lxvi, 531. 

10 Delanoe, M. P., Compt. rend. Soc. biol., 1909, lxvi, 207, 252, 348, 389. 
11 Ascoli, M., Compt. rend. Soc. biol., 1908, lxv, 611. 
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to go into a detailed historical review of the literature since the difficulties en- 
countered, and the general conclusions drawn, may be summarized very simply. 
Most of the work done was carried out with definite prejudice in favor of com- 
plete analogy between serum hypersensitiveness and bacterial anaphylaxis. 
Kraus and Doerr, as well as Holobut and others, claimed that sensitization could 
be accomplished with regularity only if small doses of bacteria, i.e., one one-hun- 
dredth of a loopful, were given daffy for 10 days and reinjection was practiced 
about 3 weeks after the last injection with a relatively large amount washed up 
with and part ly extracted in slightly alkalinized salt solution. I t  was found by 
a number of observers that the results were not uniform with different species 
of bacteria. I t  apparently has been very difficult, according to Mfiller, to sen- 
sitize with streptococci perhaps, as Miiller suggests, because of the relative in- 
solubility of these bacteria. Moreover, acute symptoms on reinjection in bac- 
terial anaphylaxis have not been obtained with regularity and have been com- 
parable to the acute shock in serum anaphylaxis in the smaller number of cases 
only. 

Delano~ has denied the strict specificity of bacterial anaphylaxis, claiming 
that animals sensitized with typhoid bacilli reacted distinctly when reinjected 
with colon and paratyphoid A and B bacilli. This, however, may be true and 
yet fail to contradict the essential specificity of bacterial anaphylaxis as asserted 
by most investigators, since a group reaction might easily have accounted for 
his results, together with the toxic reaction so often noticed on first injection of 
any bacterial protein into guinea pigs. 

Passive sensitization against bacterial protein was first reported by Kraus 
and Doerr and was further worked upon by Kraus and Amirad~ibi. They in. 
jected guinea pigs with the serum of immune guinea pigs and rabbits, and 24 
hours later injected the antigen intravenously or intraperitoneally, obtaining 
acute shock which sometimes killed the animals. Delano~ reported similar 
experiments and Yamanouchi and Ascoli suggested the utilization of passive 
anaphylaxis for the diagnosis of tuberculosis and typhoid fever. 

Kraus and Amiracl~ibi also published experiments in which they obtained 
shock in guinea pigs into which they had injected typhoid bacilli mixed with the 
immune rabbit serum just before injection. These experiments are cited through- 
out the literature as pointing to the intravascular mechanism of bacterial ana- 
phylaxis. Whatever may be our opinion concerning this question, and we will 
further discuss this in another place, the experiments of Kraus and Amirad~ibi 
are inconclusive since they entirely disregard the not infrequent toxicity of nor- 
mal and immune rabbit serum for guinea pigs, a disturbing factor which we 
encountered very early in our own work. In  their protocols they record posi- 
tive results only when the dose of sermn was equal to or exceeded 0.5 cc. of rab- 
bit serum and they confirmed the suspicion that serum toxicity was the true 
reason for the observed shock by stating that the active rabbit serum had lost 
its ability to give reactions when injected with bacteria after having been pre- 
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served for a month, a fact which our own investigations and the work of others 
have shown to be the case with sera toxic for animals of another species. The 
experiments of Kraus and Amirad~ibi therefore, may be disregarded as having 
any bearing on the intravascular nature of bacterial anaphylaxis. 

Nevertheless,  from the work of other  observers (Friedberger and 
Mira, Delano~, and others) i t  seems beyond question that ,  just  as 
one would expect, passive sensitization of guinea pigs with the sera 
of animals sensitized or immune to bacteria is possible. There  is 
some discrepancy, however, between the results obtained b y  us and 
those repor ted  by  the observers ment ioned in regard to the t ime 
necessary between injection of the ant iserum and the development  of 
the hypersensitiveness.  This is a ma t t e r  concerning which we will 
have  more  to  say below. 

As far, then,  as react ion with the dissolved bacterial  ant igen is 
concerned there seems to be a complete analogy between serum and 
bacterial  anaphylaxis  except in one impor tan t  and perhaps funda- 
menta l  point ,  and this is the fact  of p r imary  toxici ty of the bacterial  
protein.  For,  while the first inoculation of such antigens as horse 
serum, sheep serum, egg white, etc., produces no symptoms of in jury 
in the injected animal, typhoid  protein and tha t  of m a n y  other  bac- 
teria if given in sufficient amounts  lead even at  first injection to 
severe illness and  rapid or delayed death according to the var ie ty  of 
bacteria and the amount  injected. 

Indeed it is an observation recorded by Friedberger and Mita, by Seitz, 12 
by Miiller, 1~ and by Doerr, 14 as well as occasionally made in our own experiments, 
that typical anaphylactic symptoms may follow immediately upon first injec- 
tion of bacteria and bacteria] extracts, if the amount given is sufficient. Mtiller 
particularly, has subjected this occurrence to systematic study. He finds that 
the chief difference between the reaction of the sensitized and the unsensitized 
guinea pig to intravenous injection of bacterial protein consists in the facts that 
the sensitized animal will show acute reaction to doses sma!ler than those neces- 
sary to produce the same result in the normal controls and that these smaller 
doses, which produce acute anaphylactic death in the sensitized, will produce a 

12 Seitz, A., Z. Immuniti~tsforsch., Orig., 1912, xiv, 91. 
13 Miiller, P. T., Z. ImmuniRitsforsch., Orig., 1912, xiv, 426. 
14 Doerr, R., in Kolle, W., and von Wassermann, A., Handbuch der pathogenen 

Mikroorganismen, Jena, 2nd edition, 1913, ii, 1098. 
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more protracted illness and often death after the lapse of hours or days in the 
unsensitized. Miiller interprets his work entirely in the sense of Friedberger's 
anaphytatoxin theory, in that he believes acute death to be due to the formation 
in the blood stream of a poison resulting from the reaction between plasma and 
bacteria, a process which is therefore more rapid in the sensitized animals in 
whose blood stream antibodies are present in relatively higher concentration. 

These considerations bring the problem of bacterial anaphylaxis 
into intimate relationship with questions concerning the nature of 
the toxic properties of such microorganisms as the typhoid, para- 
typhoid, and plague bacilli, the cholera spirillum, and other bacteria, 
which unlike diphtheria and tetanus, do not secrete true toxins or 
exotoxins. Friedberger's theory would both explain anaphylactic 
poisoning with bacterial antigens and relegate to the chapter of 
discarded theories the older endotoxin conception of Pfeiffer which 
assumed the existence of specific preformed intracellular poisons 
liberated mechanically by disintegration of the cell body. 

As a matter  of fact, the entire problem of endotoxins is one which 
calls for reexamination in that the knowledge gained of recent years 
has opened a number of alternative explanations for the primary 
toxicity of such bacteria as the typhoid bacillus. Briefly summarized 
they are: (1) The actual intracellular existence of specific endotoxins 
in the sense of Pfeiffer 15 (toxalbumin). (2) The production of toxic 
split products in the animal body from the bacterial protein by pro- 
teolytic cleavage brought about by non-specific serum protease 
(Jobling and Petersen 16) or by the cooperation of antibody and alexin 
(Friedberger). (3) The absorption of antienzymes by the bacteria 
with consequent activation of the serum protease which then splits 
off toxic substances from the plasma protein (Jobling and Petersen17). 
(4) The presence of non-specific toxic substances in the bacterial 
cell body, of the nature of peptones, primary and secondary albumoses, 
etc., which are liberated by lysis from the bacterial cell after cell 
death. This conception would differ from that  of Pfeiffer in that  
the intracellular substances are conceived as in no sense specific 
toxic proteins, but rather entirely non-specific constituents repre- 

16 Pfeiffer, R., Z. Hyg., 1892, xi, 393. 
16 Jobling, J. W., and Petersen, W., J. Exp. Med., 1914, x.x, 452. 
17 Jobling and Petersen, J. Exp. Med., 1914, xx, 321. 
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senting the type of poisons conceived as proteolyfically produced 
from the antigen by Vaughan and others. This last view, though 
hitherto not particularly considered, should nevertheless in our 
opinion be regarded as at least a possible explanation for a part 
of the toxic manifestations resulting from the injection of bacteria 
of this class. Moreover, such a possibility is suggested by the 
fact that  bacterial protein is relatively poor in antigenic properties. 
Doerr, 18 also, has considered this in stating that he believed the 
difficulty of producing anaphylaxis with bacteria was in part due to 
the fact that their body substances were relatively poor in coagu- 
lable (antigenic) proteins. We have not been able as yet to study the 
matter extensively, but we have carried out a few experiments, a~ 
follows: 

Typhoid bacilli from twenty-four agar cultures were weighed as a 
moist mass, ground up with salt, and then taken up in distilled water 
to isotonicity. Mter the addition of 0.2 cc. of ~ sodium hydroxide 
to 100 cc. the suspension was heated to 60°C. for 30 minutes to pre- 
vent autolysis, and was then shaken for 4 to 5 hours with a motor, 
at room temperature. Mter filtration through a Berkefeld candle 
the clear solution gave a definite cloud after boiling and adding 
acetic acid. The filtrate was treated with heat and acid to remove 
coagulable protein. On the advice of Professor Gies the suspension 
was first brought to a boil and then small araounts of acid were 
added to prevent possible hydrolysis which might have occurred 
had the acid been added first. The filtrate from this was then half 
satfirated with ammonium sulfate. Again a definite cloud was ob- 
tained, and when this was filtered clear, a second turbidity could be 
produced by complete saturation with the sulfate. 

Although we have not yet obtained toxic reactions with tilese 
substances after isolation, perhaps because of the difficulty of ob- 
taining them in sufficient amount, the presence of albumoses, sub- 
stances which have often been found to possess p.rimary toxicity 
for animals, suggests the possibility that their existence in the bac- 
terial body might indeed contribute to the injury done by injections 
of bacteria. We found albumoses in extracts of typhoid bacilli not  

18 Doerr,14 p. 1100. 
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only when the bacteria were grown on the ordinary peptone media 
but also on agar made without peptone to which nutrose or sodium 
caseinate has been added as an enriching substance. 

Moreover, we have also had the experience with the typhoid ba- 
cillus which is referred to repeatedly by Vaughan when dealing 
with ~he colon bacillus; namely, that bacterial suspensions sub- 
jected to boiling are quite as toxic and often more so than are the 
unheated and living suspensions. 

Thus, if three guinea pigs are injected with equal amounts of 
typhoid suspension, one with the living bacteria, the second with 
bacteria heated to 60°C. for 15 minutes, and the third with bacteria 
boiled for 5 minutes, the guinea pig receiving the boiled bacilli will 
often be the first one to grow sick and may die several hours before 
the others. 

This may mean, of course, as Vaughan suggests, that the heated 
protein is more promptly split by the ferments of the body. I t  
also suggests, however, that in addition to this the heating has 
left unchanged non-coaguL~ble toxic constituents of the cell. 

Passive Sensitization of Guinea Pigs to Bacteria. 

Since in this work we were concerned primarily with the funda- 
mental problems referred to in our introduction, we neglected for 
the present the purely technical difficulties connected with active 
sensitization and employed entirely the method of passive sensiti- 
zation in which a more immediate and direct control over the rela- 
tionship between the development of hypersensitiveness and the 
concentration of circulating antibodies could be exercised. 

The experiments described in the following paragraphs illustrate 
the passive sensitization of guinea pigs by intraperitoneM injection 
with antityphoid serum. They show that unlike Kraus and his 
collaborators, we never succeeded in finding the animals sensitized 
in less than 3 to 5 days, the highest degree of sensitization being 
developed in about a week. This was true both when the whole 
maimal was tested and when the reactions were obtained with the 
isolated uteri. 
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Passive Sensitization to Typhoid Protein. (a) Experiment /.--Apr. 8, 1916. 
Guinea Pigs 1 to 5 inclusive are injected intraperitoneally with 1 cc. of Anti- 
typhoid Serum W which agglutinates 1: 10,000. 

Apr. 10. Guinea Pig 5, weight 220 gin., is injected intravenously with 2 cc. 
of typhoid extract. No immediate symptoms. 

Agglutination titer of this animal 1:80+ + 
1: 160+ 

Apr. 12. Guinea Pig 4, weight 190 gin., injected intravenously with 2 cc. 
of typhoid extract. Typical symptoms; falls to side; characteristic breathing; 
definite but not fatal shock. As well as control in 8 minutes. Control, weight 
195 gin., shows no immediate symptoms. 

Nos. 2 and 4 titrated on this day show agglutination up to 1: 160. 
(b) Experiment 2.--Oct. 18,1916. A series of guinea pigs, weight 220 to 255 gin., 

is intraperitoneally injected with 2 cc. of antityphoid rabbit serum with a titer 
of 1 : 4,000. 

Oct. 20. These guinea pigs show a titer of 1:100 to 1: 200. 
Oct. 23. Agglutinins in guinea pigs now about 1:100. 
Oct. 24. Titer diminishing to 1:50 in most of them, others partially agglu- 

tinated 1: 100. On this day one guinea pig is injected intravenously with 1 cc. 
of typhoid extract. No sign of anaphylaxis. This animal, however, died over 
night, whereas the unsensitized control of the same weight remained alive. 

Oct. 25. Typical shock obtained in two of the guinea pigs; no immediate 
symptoms in controls on injection of 1 cc. of extract. 

I t  would not  aid much  in throwing light on the subject  of our  
paper  were we to mult iply experiments like the foregoing. We m a y  
summarize by  stating that ,  af ter  injecting intraperitoneaUy anti-  
typhoid  serum, and waiting a period of 3 to 5 days, a t  a t ime when 
agglufinins are still present  to a considerable degree in the circula- 
t ion of the guinea pigs, definite shock can be observed on injection 
of antigen. Earlier  than  this, however,  in spite of a higher con- 
centrat ion of antibodies in the blood, no definite or severe acute 
shock could be elicited. I t  has seemed tha t  to obtain ve ry  severe 
symptoms an interval  of considerably longer than  1 day  is necessary 
when an intraperi toneal  first injection is practiced. 

The following experiment,  one of several similar ones, shows tha t  
when relatively large amounts  o f  antigen are used the differences 
between normal  and sensitized guinea pigs are essentially quant i ta t ive  
and no t  quali tat ive:  

Experiment 3.--Jan. 16, 1917. Guinea Pigs 6 and 7 are intraperitoneally 
sensitized with 2 cc. of antityphoid serum. 
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Jan. 19. The following injections are made. 
Guinea Pig 6, weight 170 gin., receives intravenously 5 cc. of typhoid extract. 

Immediate shock; death in 8 to 10 minutes. Control, weight 200 gm., receives 
5.5 cc. of same antigert; quite sick, coughs, scratches nose, breathes irregularly. 
Gradual recovery. 

Guinea Pig 7 receives 4 cc. of antigen. Immediate difficult breathing, cough- 
ing, very sick. Died after 3 to 4 hours. Control, same weight, receives 4 cc. 
of antigen. Difficult breathing. Same type of illness as No. 7 but less severe. 
Both controls dead next morning. No. 7 dies in afternoon. 

Although it  has been an irregular observation, the immedia te  
development  of anaphylact ic  symptoms in normal guinea pigs injected 
with large amounts  of typhoid  ant igen has occurred with sufficient 
f requency  to force itself upon our consideration. A typical  instance 
of this is the following: 

Experiment 4.--Feb. 20, 1917. A normal guinea pig, weight 175 gin., received 
3 cc. of typhoid extract intravenously at 12 noon. Immediate coughing, re- 
spiratory distress, staggering. Temporary improvement; died at 4 p.m. 

This observation we think has impor tan t  theoretical  bearing when 
Gorrelated with later  experiments on the isolated uterus.  In  this 
place we wish merely  to record i t  for future  reference. I t  is interest- 
ing to  no te  in this connection that ,  a l though the sensitized animals 
show a much greater  t endency  to immediate  reaction, unless the shock 
is fatal, t hey  rapidly improve and approach the condition of slower 
intoxication, ordinarily found in the r~ormal animals similarly t reated.  
The  following experiment  illustrates these conditions: 

Experiment 5.--Feb. 28, 1917. Guinea Pig 8, weight 155 gin., sensitized 
intraperitoneally with 2 cc. of antityphoid serum on Feb. 24, was injected in- 
travenously with 2 cc. of typhoid extract. At the same time a control normal 
animal, weight 135 gm., was similarly injected. The sensitized animal showed 
immediate symptoms; coughing, difficult respiration. The control showed no 
immediate effects. After 10 minutes the sensitized animal had improved and 
both were alike and growing progressively sicker. Both died on the same after- 
noon.  

Although the preceding experiments seem to furnish sufficient 
evidence tha t  the dominating mechanism of acute shock in bacterial  
anaphylaxis  is not  one of intravascular  ant igen-ant ibody reaction, 
we nevertheless thought  i t  wise to repeat  the experiments of Kraus 
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and Amirad~ibi who obtained shock, as stated before, when they 
injected simultaneously bacteria and antiserum. This we did for 
the sake of completeness although we feel sure that Kraus and 
Amirad~ibi's results were referable to the intrinsic toxicity of their 
rabbit serum for guinea pigs. 

In the experiment which follows, one of several similar ones, antigen 
injections were made into guinea pigs passively sensitized, into 
normal animals, and into normal ones that had received intrave- 
nously 0.5 cc. of antiserum about an hour before inoculation with the 
antigen. One example of such an experiment follows. 

Experiment 6.--Apr. 9, 1917. Guinea pig, weight 199 gin., passively sensitized. 
Agglutination titer on Mar. 30, 1: 80. 1.45 p.m. Receives intravenously 2.5 
cc. of typhoid antigen. Very sick immediately; breathes with difficulty and 
irregularly for 5 minutes i:hen better. 9 p.m. Died. 

10.45 a.m. Normal guinea pig, weight 200 gin., receives intravenously 0.5 
cc. of typhoid antiserum. 1.55 p.m. Inoculated intravenously with 2.5 cc. of 
antigen. Not quite as sick as the preceding animal; illness develops more gradu- 
ally but this animal does not recover from immediate symptoms as rapidly as 
the other. Dies next afternoon at 2.45 p.m.; i.e., lives 6 hours longer than pre- 
ceding guinea pig. 

Normal guinea pig, weight 195 gm., inoculated with 2.5 cc. of antigen. 2.30 
p.m. Very slightly sick, almost not at all; gradua ly sick. Very sick in p.m., 
but recovers and remains alive. 

I t  would be of relatively little value for the purposes of this paper 
were we to protocol other experim~ts  similar to or representing 
variations of the preceding. The results were by  no means regular 
but, taken together, they pointed to certain fundamental conditions 
which are of considerable interest in connection with our later work. 

We may summarize these facts by  saying that:  (1) Acute shock 
with convulsions and death is obtained more frequently and with 
lower dosage in sensitized than in normal guinea pigs. (2) Acute 
shock with death cannot be obtained with regularity in sensitized 
animals and is obtained in normal animals only on rare occasions 
when large doses are given. (3) To elicit acute shock with death 
even in sensitized animals requires at least a minimal fatal dose 
of the antigen and usually considerably more is required (two to 
three times) than the eventual killing dose of the antigen used. (4) 
Normal guinea pigs that  are injected with a moderate dose of anti- 
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serum, followed within an hour by an injection of antigen, do not 
differ markedly from normal animals receiving the same amounts 
of antigen, in regard to acute symptoms. They have occasionally 
seemed sicker than the normal ones, but not with sufficient regularity 
to throw any light on any intravascular anaphylactic mechanism. 

Analysis of Bacterial Anaphylaxis in Guinea Pigs. 

We are confronted, therefore, with a problem which cannot be 
solved entirely by experiments on the living animal. On the one 
hand, our inability to obtain marked sensitiveness to relatively 
small doses, unless we allowed a considerable period to elapse be- 
tween the administration of antiserum and the injection of antigen, 
points, as in serum anaphylaxis, to the importance of a cellular 
mechanism. On the other hand, the fact that  with larger doses the 
differences between the sensitized and the normal become less well 
defined, though still apparent, would indicate that a preparation 
of the cellular elements by antibody absorption is not absolutely 
essential. 

The alternatives are that either we are dealing with two reac- 
tions, one a purely intravascular one which is sufficiently powerful 
to cause acute shock with death only when very large amounts of 
antigen are used, and a cellular one which is in evidence only in 
sensitized animals, or that both in normal and in sensitized animals 
the mechanism is purely cellular and that the normal tissues of the 
guinea pig possess originally a slight degree of sensitiveness, analogous 
to normal antibodies in the circulation, which is merely increased 
by specific active or passive sensitization. 

This problem can be further approached only by recourse to some 
of the physiological methods, such as heart and lung perfusion lately 
again applied to serum anaphylaxis by Manwaring, or the study of 
the isolated uterus--a method which has brought brilliant results 
in serum anaphylaxis in the hands of Dale 19 and Weil 2° and has 
lately been applied to the study of bacterial antibodies by Well and 

t9 Dale, H. H., J. Pharm. and Exp. Therap., 1912-13, iv, 517. 
~°Weil, R., J. Med. Research, 1912-13, xxvii. 497; 1914, xxx, 317, 331; 1915, 

xxxii, 107. 
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Torrey u and by Manwaring and Kusama. 22 We accordingly have 
worked with all these methods but wish to report in this paper 
only on results obtained with the Dale method. 

The first step in this work was to obtain typhoid anaphylactic 
reactions with the isolated uteri of animals intraperitoneally in- 
jected with antityphoid serum. Here again, we found that the in- 
terval after injection was much longer thaii we expected and uteri 
from these guinea pigs would often react only after 3, 4, and 5 days, 
several of those tested after 1, 2, and 3 days failing to react. The 
highest degree of sensitiveness is not acquired after injections of 
2 cc. of serum (titer from 1:4,000 to 1: 10,000) until about the 5th 
to the 8th day after injections, a time at which the agglutinins in 
the circulation of the animal are beginning to diminish. This point 
of the relation between the circulating agglutinins and the sensitive- 
ness of the whole animal is one of great importance which we believe 
marks an essential difference between the study of the isolated uterus 
and the whole animal. 

Fig. 1 represents the reaction of a passively sensitized uterus to 
typhoid antigen when the typhoid bacilli were ground in salt and 
were extracted with very slightly alkaline salt solution. The bath 
capacity in these earlier experiments was 200 cc.; in later ones this 
was reduced to 50 cc. for purposes of economy. 

Fig. 2 represents a siTnil~.r reaction of a highly sensitized uterus 
where it is shown that  the sudden instillation of large amounts of 
typhoid antigen may give rise to a repetition of spasm, three or 
four separate shocks being noted. This has not often been the case 
in our experiments, the uterus usually going into a prolonged single 
spasm, but was interesting to us because it was a graphic represen- 
tation of a repetition of shock which we once noticed in young goats 
on the reinjection of typhoid bacilli. I t  is also worth noticing that 
occasionally when a uterus has begun to relax, if more antigen is 
added, another shock can often be induced even though the first 
instillation seems to have contained much more antigen than could 
possibly be absorbed within the uterine cells, a fact which points 
to the importance of concentration rather than actual amount,. 

21 Weil, R., and Torrey, J. C., J. Exp. Med., i916, xxiii, 1. 
22 Manwaring, W. H., and Kusama, Y., J. Immunol., 1917, if, 157. 
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since it is analogous to observations made by pharmacologists in 
similar experiments with drugs in which the essential element of 
action seems to depend upon concentration and not upon actual 
quantity. Repeated addition of the antigen, however, leads to rap- 
idly diminishing intensity of shock and desensitization. Fig. 2 also 
incidentally seems to show that even when the surrounding antigen 
is removed, the stimuli which lead to spasm may, on occasion, con- 
tinue, pointing to the essentially intracellular occurrence of the 
reaction between antigen and antibody which is the ultimate cause. 
We should emphasize, however, that the above is the only instance 
in which such repeated and strong reactions were obtained in this 
way. 

Having thus ascertained that passive sensitization of the animal 
is easily determined by the Dale reaction, we thought that it would 
be easy by the same method to determine whether the shock elicited 
in normal animals by large doses of antigen depended merely upon 
a lesser degree of cellular sensitization. Were this the case, large 
amounts of antigen added to a bath containing a normal uterus should 
induce at least some degree of reaction. Figs. 3 and 4 represent 
these experiments. 

It is apparent from both these charts that large amounts of anti- 
gen exert no effect upon the isolated normal uterus. From this 
it would seem clear that, whatever is the mechanism "of injury which 
induces response of the whole animal to injections of typhoid anti- 
gen, it is not one in which cellular sensitiveness is involved, at least, 
in an anaphylactic sense. This observation we consider of great 
importance, for it indicates that to the mechanism of bacterial in- 
jury in the normal animal, there is superadded another and cellular 
one in the sensitized animal It  might, of course, be considered that 
cells other than uterine might be sensitive to direct reaction with 
the bacterial products in the normal guinea pig. But Weil, especially, 
has shown a remarkable parallelism between hypersusceptibility in 
general and uterine reactions in guinea pigs, and in the light of his 
work and that of others it would seem most likely that the normal 
• animal lacks cellular sensitiveness to the unchanged bacterial substance 
and that the mechanism of injury, therefore, must be regarded as in 
large part an intravascular one until the animal is sensitized. 
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IncidentaUy, we have shown that with bacterial anaphylaxis the 
same phenomenon is present that  was found in Dale's experiments with 
horse serum anaphyiaxis; namely, that the normal uterus cannot be 
sensitized, even })y prolonged soaking in immune serttrn, and the union 
with the antibodies in serum is one in which the antibodies become 
an intrinsic part  of the cells and are not merely physically fixed to 
the cell exterior. 

Up to this point we have worked with bacterial extracts and have 
found that, in fundamental principles, reactions obtained with 
bacterial antigen are essentially identical with those obtained with 
such antigens as horse serum, etc. Inasmuch as the bacteria in in- 
fectious diseases are present in the body primarily as living and grow- 
ing cells, it would seem important to ascertain whether sensitive cells 
can react to the whole bacterial body, or whether, as we assumed 
above, there must be a preliminary extraction or solution of the bac- 
teria before injury can be done to the tissue elements. In conse- 
quence, we carried out a number of experiments in which heavy sus- 
pensions of living bacilli were added to Locke's solution in which was 
suspended a uterus from a sensitized animal. The opposite horn 
was, of course, always tested for sensitiveness with typhoid extract. 
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate these experiments and show that  the whole 
bacilli exert little or no effect on the sensitized organ. 

We must assume, therefore, that where bacteria are injected into 
the sensitized animal, or are invading the living animal or human 
body, injury to sensitized tissues must be preceded by a~ liberation 
of antigens. Does this occur in the blood stream by lysis? One way 
of determining this would be to add the serum of a guinea pig in- 
jected with whole typhoid bacilli some time before, into a bath con- 
taining a sensitized uterus. We tried this, but obtained confusing 
results owing to the fact that  normal guinea pig serum in itself exerts 
irritating effects upon the isolated guinea pig uterus. In conse- 
quence, we resorted to precipitin and complement fixation reactions. 
The former were not satisfactory, but the latter gave us, we believe, 
a clear indication of the presence of dissolved antigen in the circula- 
tion of guinea pigs intravenously injected an hour previously with 
whole typhoid bacilli. Such an experiment follows. 
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E x p e r i m e n t  7.--Guinea pig, weight 300 gin., received five slants of living whole 
bacilli, washed once in salt solution, intravenously. After 1 hour the animal 
was bled and cultures were taken on agar plates from its whole blood and from 
the serum after clotting of the blood. The following experiment was then done 
with the inactivated sentm of this animal as antigen'; a strong antiserum as 
antibody; and a fresh guinea pig complement previously titrated carefully against 
the hemolytic system. 

Tube. Two units of complement added to the following. Inhibition of hemolysis. 

0.1 cc. of typhoid antiserum +1.5 cc. of salt solution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.3 " " serum of injected guinea pig +1.2 cc. of salt solution . . . . . .  
0.1 " " typhoid antiserum +0.1 cc. of serum of injected guinea pig 

+ 1.4 cc. of salt solution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.1 cc. of typhoid antiserum +0.2 cc. of serum of injected guinea pig 

+ 1.3 cc. of salt solution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.1 ce. of typhoid antiserum +0.3 cc. of serum of injected guinea pig 

+1.4 cc. of salt solution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1.6 cc. of salt solution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

0 
0 

+ + +  

+ + + +  

+ + + +  
0 

To these tubes we added two units of complement and, after 1 hour in the water 
bath, sensitized red cells were added. The results obtained are expressed in 
terms of Wassermann reactions as read in I hour in the water bath and over night 
in the ice chest, this being necessary because 0.3 cc. of the injected guinea pig 
serum was slightly anticomplementary and absolutely complete reactions could 
not be read until the next morning in this tube and in Tube 5. 

The re  is one  possible er ror  which,  however ,  we t h i n k  we can  dis- 

coun t ;  name ly ,  t he  cu l ture  t a k e n  f rom the  whole  gu inea  p ig  b lood  in 

this  a n d  o the r  exper iments  a lways  y ie lded considerable  n u m b e r s  of  

colonies of t y p h o i d  bacilli, as m a n y  as 1,000 or  so, which  inclines one 

t o  consider  the  poss ibi l i ty  t h a t  the  c o m p l e m e n t  f ixation m i g h t  have  

been  due  to  whole  bacilli. H o w e v e r ,  the  se rum f r o m  such b lood was  

en t i r e ly  clear a n d  was  fu r the r  cent r i fugal ized  before use,  and  cul tures  

t aken  f rom the  s e r u m  in this  exper iment  before  i t  was  hea t ed  for  
i nac t iva t ion  y ie lded  on ly  two to  three  colonies per  0.2 cc., which  in- 

d i ca t ed  to  us  t ha t ,  as  one would  expect ,  the  g rea t  bu lk  of t y p h o i d  

bacilli  were  c a u g h t  a n d  held in  the  clot. H a d  the  clot  been  a l lowed 
to  s t a n d  in  t he  ice ches t  over  n igh t  for the  expression of the  sera,  i t  

m i g h t  still h a v e  been possible t h a t  an  ex t rac t ion  of these  t y p h o i d  
bacilli m i g h t  have  t a k e n  place,  b u t  we centr i fugal ized the  b lood as 
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soon as clotted and extraction therefore seems unlikely. We believe, 
therefore, that  these experiments indicate that in the circulation of 
the guinea pig injected with live typhoid bacilli, and presumably, 
therefore, in the spontaneously infected body, antigen is in some way 
liberated to the circulating blood, which then could react with 
sensitized tissue as in our uterus experiment. 

If this is the case, the next link in our chain would be to determine 
whether we could also trace the actual formation of toxic products, 
such as Friedberger's armphylatoxin, or Vaughan's split products, 
or the substances we have spoken of as proteotoxins in the circulating 
blood. We have attempted to do this in two ways. One consisted in 
repeated attempts to produce acute symptoms of shock in guinea pigs 
by injecting intravenously blood serum taken from normal animals 
rendered severely sick both by typhoid bacilli and typhoid extract. 
We have never succeeded in this. Next we attempted to produce 
contraction in the normal guinea pig uterus, by adding to the bath of 
Locke's solution such guinea pig serum. In this we did not succeed, 
partly because it was never possible to add large amounts of guinea 
pig serum to these baths without running the risk of obtaining the 
contraction incident to the instillation of normal guinea pig serum. 
When we did so, no marked contrast appeared between the result of 
putting in normal guinea pig serum and putting in the same amount 
of the serum of an animal dying of typhoid bacilli (Fig. 7). 

We cannot, therefore, with any of the methods now at our disposal, 
demonstrate the formation in the blood stream of the typhoid-infected 
animal of the poisons which are responsible for acute anaphylactic 
shock. Does this negative the intravascular production of such toxic 
substances? We think not. 

In the first place, it must be remembered that, whatever may be 
the mechanism of injury going on in an animal infected and poisoned 
with typhoid or other bacilli, the process is a gradual one extending 
over a period of from 4 to 12 hours or longer, even when large doses are 
given. I t  is likely that the poisons which are formed are absorbed 
with considerable speed, this being responsible for the symptoms de- 
veloping in the animal. I t  is not likely, therefore, that  we could find 
at any one time a sufficient amount of the toxic substance present in 
the limited quantity of blood serum which we can readily inject into 
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an animal or instil into the Dale's bath, to expect to obtain acute 
reactions. For with bacterial anaphylaxls especially, it must be 
remembered that  acute shock is obtained with no great regularity 
and only in animals highly sensitized when considerable quantities of 
bacterial antigen are administered. 

Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrate incidentally that the conditions ob- 
served with bacterial antigens are to a great extent similar to those 
observed when other cellular antigens, such as erythrocytes, are used. 
Fig. 8 shows a typical reaction with the uterus of a guinea pig which 
had received 2 cc. of amboceptor intraperitoneally 3 days before, 
when hemolyzed red cells were added to the bath, and also indi- 
cates subsequent desensitization; and Fig. 9 shows the complete 
failure of reaction when the cells are added as "whole" cells unhemo- 
lyzed to a similarly sensitized organ. Reaction can be elicited by cells 
hemolyzed with distilled water or hemolyzed directly in the Locke's 
bath by the addition of amboceptor and complement, thus showing the 
preliminary function of solution of the cells in the blood stream car- 
ried out by the circulating antibodies. We do not insert a chart to 
show this because these records are very long owing to the necessity of 
allowing plenty of time between the instillation of amboceptor, com- 
plement, and red cells, to eliminate non-specific irritation of the 
uterus by these substances separately. The results were clear-cut, 
contraction usually beginning at about the time when hemolysis 
began and progressively increasing towards its completion. 

Another point which formed an important part of our scheme of 
work was the study of the possible influence of circulating antibodies 
upon the reaction between antigen and sensitized tissues. To obtain 
light on this subject, we proceeded by the following two methods. 
In one series of experiments anfisermn was injected into sensitized 
animals just before the injection of antigen, in order to ascertain 
whether by this means shock was diminished or eliminated. In 
another series, antigen was incubated for from 1 to 3 hours with 
antisermn and the mixture instilled into Locke's baths containing 
sensitized uteri. 

An experiment by the former manner of procedure is as follows: 
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Experiment 8.--Apr. 7, 1917. 2.30 p.m. Passively sensitized guinea pig, 
weight 190 gm., receives intravenously 0.5 cc. of strong typhoid antiserum. After 
14 minutes receives 3 cc. of typhoid antigen. Very slight symptoms; breathing 
slightly labored but runs about immediately and shows hardly any illness for 
the first 10 or 15 minutes. 

Passively sensitized guinea pig of the same lot as the preceding animal. Ag- 
glutinin titer about 1: 160. Receives 3 cc. of typhoid antigen. Very sick im- 
mediately; coughs and breathes irregularly. Much sicker tban the preceding 
guinea pig. 

These two animals represent a few of a considerable number simi- 
larly treated. With a few exceptions it seemed fairly definite that 
the presence of a considerable concentration of antibodies in the 
circulation delayed rather than hastened the development of acute 
symptoms. 

The explanation for this we think is to be found more definitely in 
the following experiments with isolated uteri. 

Fig. 10 represents an experiment in which the typhoid antigen 
which in substance consisted of a turbid extract containing not only 
extracted dissolved substances, but  also particles, was exposed to the 
action of antiserum until a heavy precipitate had formed. This 
precipitate was then washed and added to the Locke's bath. No reac- 
tion resulted. The clear supernatant fluid, however, gave a sharp 
reaction in all cases, whether or not we added an excess of antiserum 
and reincubated. 

Inasmuch as our antiserum gave only a slight precipitation with 
clear, filtered typhoid extract, it remained uncertain whether or not 
the experiment represented by Fig. 10 meant only that  undissolved 
particles had been precipitated or whether it also signified that a 
part  of the dissolved antigen was rendered useless by  the antibodies. 
After several unsuccessful attempts to obtain a clear answer to this 
query by  working with typhoid antigen and antibody, we decided to 
repeat the experiment using human serum as antigen and antihuman 
rabbit serum as antibody. Fig. 11 represents such an experiment. 

Here 0.5 cc. of human serum in 1 cc. of salt solution was incubated 
with 0.3 cc. of a strong antihuman rabbit serum. A heavy precipi- 
tate formed which was thrown down in the centrifuge and washed once 
with salt solution, then shaken up in a small amount of salt solution 
and added to the bath containing a passively sensitized uterus. No 
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TABLE I. 

Normal guinea pigs. 
Date. Antigen. 

Weight. 

1916 co. gm.  

Mar. 31 3 240 

May 5 2 227 
205 

2 195 

1 180 

Apr. 13 

Remarks. Weight 

g~-tt. 

Lives. 250 

Dead next a.m. 215 
Dead 5 to 6 hrs. 215 

Sensitized guinea pigs. 

Remarks. 

Sensitized Mar. 27. No im, 
mediate symptoms; deac 
next day. 

Immediate. 
Sensitized Mar. 31. Symp- 

toms marked; dead nexl 
a . m .  

Sick but no shock; 190 Sensitized on Apr. 8. Deft- 
died next a.m. nite shock; dead same after- 

noon. 

No symptoms; 180 Mild shock; dead same after- 
lives, noon. Agglutinations ot 

guinea pigs of same series 
up to 1 : 160. 

Apr. 14 3 180 Immediate shock- 
(ureter). like symptoms; 

dead next a.m. 

Apr. 15 3 190 No shock; dead 
next a.m. 

Oct. 24 I 220 Slight symptoms; 
(strong). lives. 

1917 

Jan. 19 4 * 

180 

180 

220 

5 200 

Immediately sick; 
died next a.m. 

Sensitized Apr. 8. Typical 
shock; dead next a.m. 
Sensitized sick more rap- 
idly; mate agglutinin, 
1 : 320. 

No shock; lives. Mate ag- 
glutinin, up to 1 : 80. 

Sensitized Oct. 28. No 
shock; dead next a.m. 
Mate agglutinin, up to 
I: 100. 

Distinct moderate 
shock; died next 
a .m .  

Apr. 4 25 300 No symptoms; 
died next a.m. 

* Sensitized Jan. 1. Heavier 
than control. Shock; died 
in 4 hrs. Mate agglutinin, 
1 : 100. 

170 5 cc. Acute shock; died. 

270 Severe shock; fives. Agglu- 
tinin, 1 : 80. 

*Error in records; no note of weights made. 
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reaction occurred. However, again the addition of the supernataht 
fluid to the same bath resulted in a strong reaction. 

This experiment was in entire harmony with those performed with 
typhoid antigen and antibody. It  showed that antigen precipitated 
by antibody was thereby neutralized as far as its powers to react with 
sensitized tissues were concerned. It  also showed, incidentally, a 
fact immunologists have known for some time, that it is extremely 
difficult to remove all antigen from solution by precipitation with 
antibody, and that most of the substance of a specific precipitate is 
derived from the antiserum. 

We still wished to determine if possible, whether an animal sen- 
sitized to typhoid protein was or was not thereby rendered more 
vulnerable; i.e., more easily killed by typhoid antigen. Table I, 
constructed from scattered observations made from time to time 
throughout our work gives some clue to the question, though it by 
no means settles the matter conclusively. 

It  will be seen that as a rule the sensitized animals died more 
quickly that did the normal controls, in spite of the fact that they were 
slightly protected by the presence of small amounts of antibody, 
This point will need further experimentation, which is already in 
progress. 

SUMMARY. 

We have attempted in the preceding experiments the beginning 
of an analysis of bacterial anaphyLaxis and its relation to the occur- 
rences in the animal body during an infectious disease. We have 
shown that the sensitization of the tissues of guinea pigs, as indicated 
by the isolated uterus, required 3 to 5 days even when passive sen- 
sitization was employed, and that in these relations conditions with 
bacterial sensitization were entirely analogous to those revealed for 
serum anaphylaxis by Dale and Well especially. It  has become appar- 
ent that the sensitized uterus reacted not at all with whole bacteria or 
whole red ceUs, or, in other words, that before reaction with sensi- 
tized organs could occur an extraction or solution of the bacterial 
ceU must take place. That bacteria yield some of their substance to 
the circulating blood during the course of infection was to be expected, 
but it has been definitely indicated, we think, by our complement 
fixations. 
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The mechanism of injury in the sensitized animal or in the human 
being so far along in typhoid fever that antibodies have begun to 
develop is in part one in which antigen, derived from the bacilli and 
brought into solution, or rather suspension, in the blood stream, reacts 
with antibodies which are from the beginning, or have subsequently 
become, integral parts of the cell protoplasm, the entire process taking 
place within the cell. This last point is indicated by the failure to 
sensitize by simply soaking the normal uterus in antiserum. 

This, however, cannot be the entire story of injury. We know that 
typhoid antigen injected into normal animals in moderate amounts 
will render them gradually sick and eventually kill them. Also, a 
sufficient amount injected into a normal animal will occasionally 
produce acute symptoms, in every respect similar to the reaction 
produced in sensitized animals by smaller doses. We have shown 
that such acute symptoms in normal animals were not due in any 
degree to tissue sensitiveness, since even very large quantities of 
antigen will produce no response on the part  of the normal uterus. 
I t  is reasonable to suppose, therefore, that the injury, gradual or 
acute, in the normal animal, is in no respect referable to tissue 
sensitiveness to the whole antigen, but rather must be referred to 
some series of phenomena which occur in the circulation. The acute 
shock of normal animals may possibly, therefore, be entirely due to 
an intravascular reaction. Whether this is one of antigen-splitting, 
or of anfienzyme removal in the sense of Jobling is a point on which 
these experiments throw no light. 

I t  is true that we have never succeeded in producing acute toxic 
symptoms either in the whole animal or in the isolated uterus with 
serum from animals acutely ill. This we eliminate as negative 
evidence inasmuch as we believe that the toxic substances need at  
no given time be present in the blood stream in sufficient concen- 
tration to render such an experiment successful. They are probably 
absorbed and do their injury almost as rapidly as formed, an as- 
sumption which is based on the speed with which symptoms develop. 

I t  is possible, and not to be denied on the basis of any experi- 
ment that we can devise at present, that the gradual illness of the 
normal animal and the occasional acute shock of these animals may 
be based on entirely different mechanisms. In both cases, however, 
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in normal animals, they seem to be intravascular. And since the 
symptoms of acute shock which can be produced in sensitized animals 
with moderate doses can also, though only occasionally, be produced in 
normal animals with larger doses, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
poisons produced intracellularly in the one may be similar to those 
produced intravascularly in the other. 

I t  does not seem likely that the specific circulating antibodies are 
in any way sources of increased injury to an animal spontaneously in- 
fected with bacteria. If sufficiently powerful at the beginning they 
may even prevent tissue injury, first by increasing phagocytosis, 
then by producing intravascular agglutination, and finally, as indicated 
by our experiments, even by removing a part of the antigen from pos- 
sible reaction with the cell, though in this last respect our experi- 
ments indicate that they functionate imperfectly. I t  is more prob- 
able that their chief protective action to the Sensitized body lies in 
removing the whole bacteria from the possibility of intravascular 
disintegration, which, as we have shown, is prerequisite to anaphy- 
lactic injury of the tissues of the host. 

We would tentatively summarize our opinion as to the occurrences 
in the typhoid-infected body as follows: Early injury is probably 
due to disintegration of part of the bacteri~ in the course of which 
albumose-like bodies are liberated, and, following which, intravascu- 
far reactions result in the formation of toxic substances, perhaps by 
some form of proteolysis. 

Since the accumulation of bacteria during these stages is relatively 
slight, this form of injury probably plays little par t  in producing 
symptoms. Indeed, the experiment by which acute injury is pro- 
duced in the normal guinea pig by the sudden injection of several 
times the lethal dose of partly dissolved bacteria, finds no analogy 
in the spontaneously diseased body. 

At this time the tissues are not sensitive, but as antigen absorption 
progresses and the tissues are stimulated to react, sensitiveness de- 
velops, which renders them much more delicately amenable to in- 
jury by direct reaction with even small amounts of dissolved but 
otherwise unaltered antigen. This process is directly Counteracted 
by circulating antibodies which tend to remove the bacteria from the 
possibility of .yielding their antigen to solution by agglutinating 
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them, aiding phagocytosis, and to a slight extent  even neutralizing 
dissolved antigen. 

I t  seems likely, therefore, tha t  the symptoms which appear  as the 
incubation t ime ends are largely those due to cellular sensitization 
which probably  begins before any  considerable amount  of circulatory 
antibodies is present.  The circulating antibodies would seem to 
have little or nothing to do with intravascular  injury,  the ferments 
responsible for this, however much it  may  occur, probably  consisting 
of the non-specific proteases studied in this connection by  Jobling. 

Finally it appears tha t  highly sensitized animals are more easily 

killed by  typhoid  antigen than  are normal animals, provided they do 
not  dispose over unusually large amounts  of circulating antibodies. 

Cure would consist of a gradual checking of growth and final 
destruct ion of the bacteria, and the consequent cessation of anti- 
gen liberation, bu t  delicate hypersuscepfibil i ty would probably  per- 
sist for some time after cure and immuni ty  have been established. 
Jus t  what  the relation between tissue hypersuscept ibi l i ty  and immu- 
n i ty  is remains a problem for fur ther  study.  

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

PLATE 38. 

Fro. 1. Typical reaction of sensitized uterus to typhoid antigen. 
FIG. 2. Repeated spasm on inoculation of large amounts of antigen. A reac- 

tion like this was obtained very exceptionally. No other was obtained in which 
the same degree of repetition was noticed. 

FIG. 3. Failure of normal uterus to react to typhoid antigen. This uterus 
had been soaked in immune serum for 3½ hours. 

FIG. 4. Failure of normal uterus to react to typhoid extract in spite of the 
repeated inoculation of large amounts. The amounts instilled in the bath in 
this case were at least four times greater than sufficient to kill a guinea pig of 
the same size. 

FIG. 5. Failure of sensitized uterus to react to large doses of living typhoid 
bacilli. 

PLATE 39. 

FIG. 6. Another instance of the failure of living typhoid bacilli in large amounts 
to stimulate sensitized uterus. 

FIG. 7. Failure of normal uterus to react when the serum of a guinea pig dying 
of living typhoid bacilli was added. Attempt to demonstrate proteotoxin in 
serum of a typhoid-infected animal. 
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FIG. 8. Typical reaction of the uterus of a guinea pig passively sensitized 
with amboceptor when hemolyzed red cells are added. 

FIG. 9. Uterus of a guinea pig passively sensitized to red cells. The chart 
shows the failure of reaction when cells are intact and reaction when cells are 
disintegrated by hemolysis. 

Fro. 10. Uterus passively sensitized to typhoid antigen. The chart shows 
the failure to react when precipitate produced by the action of antiserum is added. 
Reaction when supernatant fluid of such a mixture is added. 

FIG. 11. Uterus passively sensitized to human serum. Failure of reaction when 
precipitate produced by reaction of human serum and antihuman serum is added, 
but prompt reaction when the supernatant fluid of such a precipitin reaction is 
instilled into the bath. 
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